
Rewind the Clock,
INSTANTLY! 

What can you expect from
Instant Wrinkle Lift Serum:

Experience visible results, instantly!

Instantly: you will immediately experience 
visible tightening, lifting, and rejuvenation.

With continued use:  the instant age-defying 
results are extended over time and skin appears 
more lifted, plumped, brighter and facial 
features appear more defined.

Rewind the clock, INSTANTLY!
Fine lines and wrinkles:  Argireline®, used at clinically studied 
concentration, helps to diminish the depth of wrinkles and expression lines.

Loss of elasticity:  Pullulan acts like an invisible corset for 
your skin that lifts and firms as it smooths away imperfections. 

Sagginess, uneven tone, enlarged pores:  Magnesium 
aluminum silicate minimizes the appearance of pores while skin looks 
tighter and more refined.

1  Forehead Lines

2  Frown Lines

3  Crow’s Feet

4  Under-eye Puffiness

5  Nasolabial Lines

How to apply:
Using your fingertip, apply only a small thin layer to clean dry skin around 
eyes and any area you wish to temporarily lift. Tap gently for a smoother 
finish, remain expressionless and let dry thoroughly.

Areas of Concern 

Redefine aging skin. No needles required.

In Just Minutes, Instant Wrinkle Lift Serum helps to: 
• Dramatically diminish the appearance of fine lines  and wrinkles

• Visibly improve the look of crow’s feet and under-eye puffiness

• Tighten and minimize the appearance of pores

• Redefine and smooth facial contours

A Clinically Proven Peptide

Ever daydreamed of going back in time to recapture the fresh-faced glow 
of a youthful complexion? Ever wondered how to undo the signs of 
aging,but without resorting to invasive, painful and pricey procedures? 

Daydream no longer.

Instant Wrinkle Lift Serum has been formulated to visibly redefine, 
smooth, and lift facial countours, within minutes! It combines a powerful 
cocktail of botanical extracts, skin-tightening complex, minerals—and 
the revolutionary anti-aging peptide Argireline®—to deliver dramatic 
age-defying results.   
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BEFORE AFTER

In a clinical study published in the International Journal of  Cosmetic 
Science, Argireline®  used at a 10% concentration has been shown to 
reduce the depth of wrinkles by up to 30% after 30 days of use.


